We propose new methods to detect paradigmatic fields through simple statistics over a scientific content database. We propose an asymmetric paradigmatic proximity metric between terms which provide insight into hierarchical structure of scientific activity and test our methods on a case study with a database made of several millions of resources. We also propose overlapping categorization to describe paradigmatic fields as sets of terms that may have several different usages. Terms can also be dynamically clustered providing a high-level description of the evolution of the paradigmatic fields.
Introduction
Modern acceptation of paradigm is issued from KUHN [1970] work as "an entire constellation of beliefs, values and techniques, and so on, shared by the members of a given community". He contended that, a paradigm enables a group of scientists to focus its efforts on a well-defined range of problems. A paradigm enables the scientific community to converge toward a consensus concerning the definition of important problems and identification of techniques needed to solve them, and last but not least
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Scientometrics 75 (2008) for our purpose, which set of terms shall be used to share their breakthrough. In the following we will call such sets paradigmatic fields.
The Figure 1 represents a schematic view of scientific knowledge production. Authors {A i } publish papers {P i } that contain informative sets of terms {C i }. Some of these publications have been co-authored while some terms may be strongly cooccurring with others. On this scheme, we linked authors that have co-authored an article, and terms that have co-occurred in one paper at least. Our assumption is that local relations between terms found in the public sphere of knowledge production provide a direct insight into the very structure of science and researchers communities dynamics. To begin with a very schematic example, on Figure 1 we might be willing to define two overlapping paradigmatic fields, the first one is made of the set of terms {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ,}, the second one is made of {C 3 , C 4 }. Figure 1 . Scientific knowledge production scheme: a set of authors {A i } produce publications {P i } which are made of terms {C i }. We defined paradigmatic field as strongly cooccurring set of terms
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Following Actor Network Theory which would describe science dynamics as the enrollment and juxtaposition of heterogeneous actants [LATOUR, 2005] , we treat terms found in publication as "inscriptions" that make possible the stabilization of scientific work. In this complex network, the meaning of every term is modified each time a new association is built.
We thus focus onto the lexical side of this complex affiliation network in order to describe the scientific landscape as a set of overlapping paradigmatic fields. We shall then propose a method to define paradigmatic fields in function of co-occurrence patterns.
The aim of this paper is to present tools for automatic bottom-up identification of paradigmatic fields directly from articles database. The strength of our approach is that it does not require access to the full text of article nor a particular linguistic treatment on words to dynamically reconstruct the multi-scale structure of paradigmatic fields. Only statistics on occurrences and co-occurrences are required. Moreover these statistics are often already computed at large scale in articles repositories and sometimes are freely available.
A simple measure of paradigmatic proximity henceforth noted P n is defined between pairs of terms extracted from a given set of terms (here a term can be a single word or a phrase) and is used to perform paradigmatic field detection. This bottom-up approach also aims at describing paradigmatic fields evolution through mere statistics on terms occurrences and co-occurrences, over a 25 years period. First explanatory results are given.
Although the context here is the one of scientific knowledge production, the same method may be applied to get global insights of any kind of electronic content database (patents, blogs or webpages, etc.).
Context and rationale
Scientometric research deals with study of science or technology using quantitative data. One of its prominent objective is the development of information systems that may help to browse the outstanding mass of scientific papers published worldwide every day. A great number of methods for automatically designing lexical maps have been proposed. DOYLE [1961] was one of the first to point to the fact that traditional document retrieval techniques are ineffective in finding relevant documents due to a lack of semantic understanding of relevance. Since then, several methods have been proposed to do intelligent scientific database management. The two main methods developed have been "citation-based analysis" and "co-word analysis". These methods are generally bottom-up which means that they do not need any supplementary information than lexical statistics of the articles database being surveyed.
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Scientometrics 75 (2008) Citation-based analysis can be of two kinds. On one hand "Bibliometric coupling" builds a similarity metric between documents according to the frequency with which two documents are cited together [SMALL, 1973; LEYDESDORFF & VAUGHAN, 2006] , on the other hand "bibliographical coupling" link preferentially document which share the same set of references. [SALTON, 1963] Co-word analysis usually tries to map terms landscape using exclusively statistics about the number of co-occurrences of a term with another. A classical statistics in coword analysis which has been extensively commented in literature [CALLON & BAOUIN, 1983 ; CALLON & AL., 1991; NOYONS & VAN RAAN, 2002] is the similarity index measured as the ratio between the number of co-occurrences between terms a and b divided by the product of the number of total occurrences of a and b. Once this data has been collected clustering algorithms like kohonen maps algorithms are used to provide smarter navigation tools in articles databases thanks to lexical mapping of a wide research area [LIN & SOERGEL, 1991; SUN, 2004] . Many approaches also propose to use both terms occurrences and references to help producing knowledge maps. [VAN DEN BESSELAAR, 2006] What can indexed scientific databases tell us about paradigmatic fields ?
It is now part of everyday life. To find an article related to a term A one enters a query in a search engine which retrieves within a second the total number of papers mentioning A.
To be more selective, one can refine the query to "A AND B". At this step, we have defined the two basic statistics we will extensively use in the following: the number of articles that mention term A (set size) and the number of articles that contain both term A and term B (A B). As we shall see, these two simple quantities enable to define measures of paradigmatic proximity that are highly relevant to characterize paradigmatic fields. Moreover, since articles can be clustered by year of publication, it is possible to get the dynamics of the paradigmatic proximity metric that happens to be relevant to track the evolution of paradigms.
Let's illustrate our point with an example. On the Figure 2 we plotted together occurrences and co-occurrences of public goods, game theory and experimental economics. Game theory and experimental economics are both relevant terms for the study of public goods. But the term experimental economics is more specific than game theory. In the context of public goods studies, specific terms related to game theory would have been ultimatum game, prisoner's dilemma, etc... However, it is not possible to define this notion of specificity on the single basis of co-occurrences in the context of 41 "public goods": P(experimental economics public goods) 1 and P(game theory public goods) are of the same order of magnitude. Then, if we switch the reference term, P(public goods experimental economics) is much higher than P(public goods game theory). This means that the term public goods is widely used in experimental economics studies but is less central in game theory. If we want to define a paradigmatic proximity metric that could exhibit the usage discrepancy between game theory and experimental economics in the context of public goods studies we should thus use the both kind of conditional probabilities. This notion of degree of specificity is important and suggests that we might want to have a parameter to tune the desired specificity. Moreover, whereas a significant proportion of papers in experimental economics deals with public goods, the reverse is not true and there are probably scientists working on public goods that never worked on experimental economics studies. The paradigmatic proximity metric should thus be asymmetric to take into account these kinds of situation.
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Scientometrics 75 (2008) We can summarize the different possible cases that might be encountered as follows:
1. P(A B) high, P(B A) high: A and B are in the same paradigm and have about the same degree of specificity, 2. P(A B) low, P(B A) high: B is general relatively to term A (e.g. A = public good and B = game theory), 3. P(A B) high, P(B A) low: B belongs to a specific sub-domain relatively to A (e.g. A = game theory and B = public good), 4. P(A B) low, P(B A) low: A and B are weakly relevant to each other.
We will now try to define a paradigmatic proximity metric such that it could be possible to discriminate between those four cases.
Paradigmatic proximity metric
As in classical scientometric studies we will use the number of terms occurrences and co-occurrences measured in a corpus within a given time window. Our initial corpus is a scientific articles database featuring N articles. Given terms i and j, we note From the previous section, we are looking for a metric P p that meets the following conditions:
n as larger co-occurrences sets illustrate higher paradigmatic proximity. P p (i,j) = f ( t ij n ), f being a growing function. 5. P p (i,j) should depend on t i n and t j n , so that if one of them is growing P p (i,j) will
, f being a growing function according to its first coordinate and a decreasing function according to the two others. 6. We will have to estimate the paradigmatic proximity on a representative sample of the set of articles from the field (typically a collection of journals). Under the assumption that the sample is representative we want the estimation to be independent of the sample's size. This means that we also wish that the semantic 43 proximity between two terms to be independent of the total number of articles in the database to be an homogeneous function of y, z) . From this property we deduce that we can write f as a function of t ij n / t j n .
7. Last, we will require f to be continuous in (0,0) with f (0,0) = 0 to be in line with conditions 1 and 2.
If we write the Taylor expansion of P p in 0 we should have:
From assumption 1, 2 and 7 we can deduce that 0 = 0, 1,0 = 0,1 and so on.... Hence P p can be written as the sum of crossed products:
The simplest class of functions that fits this Taylor development in 0 as well as all the above conditions are the Cobb-Douglas functions f (x,y) = x y . Moreover we know from the previous condition that f is growing, consequently > and > 0. We thus decide to define the paradigmatic proximity metric as: We will focus on possible cases 2 and 3 described in the previous section for which we need our paradigmatic proximity metric to make a distinction between more "specific" and more "general" neighborhoods. To restrain the parameter space, we will reduce our investigations to a parameterized expression of , p P noted p P with > 0.
Given the remarkable expressions obtained for = = 1 the final condition we choose for our metric is:
i.e. if a term j is more specific than i (case 3), then changing to 1/ will enable to detect term i as a general neighbor from the point of view of j (case 2) the values of paradigmatic proximity being the same in both cases.
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Hence, we will further consider the following sub-class of functions that defines our paradigmatic proximity metric:
From this expression, it is straightforward to see that given a term i and looking for its closest term j:
for << P p will rank first terms j that are the more general in the context of term i, for >> P p will rank first terms j that are the more specific in the context of term i. As we shall see, this metric will enable to describe the way a term belongs to a subfield of a target term or on the contrary how a target term belongs to a sub-field of another term.
We will now use this paradigmatic proximity measure to explore a given set of terms with two different approaches. The first one is local and can be defined as termcentered. We will study neighborhoods of terms in function of (specific or generic paradigmatic proximity). For below 1, we expect to find the closest specific terms near our target term. When rising up above 1, we should retrieve more generic expressions. The second approach is a global treatment of the scientific field treated which takes into account the complete terms network built upon our paradigmatic metric. Finally we address the temporal dimension of our data through a longitudinal mapping of the neighborhoods evolution through time.
Methodology
The case study presented here focuses on a set of terms coming from two sources: a set of key-words for complex systems associated with European projects in IST Cordis's database from FP6 and FP7 2 and a set of key-words collected near colleagues (about one hundred).
As concerns our scientific articles corpus, we established a partnership with Scirus, Elsevier's free science-specific search engine 3 in order to collect the number of occurrences and co-occurrences per year of these terms from 1975 to 2005 in the full text of the articles. This database gathered more than 20.000.000 indexed scientific papers covering a wide range of scientific content platforms. 4 To collect necessary statistics in a reasonable time we first had to restrain our set of terms to 448 key-words (which are given in web appendix). Since co-occurrences are very demanding in terms of server availability, we also decided to do a query on a cooccurrence only if the two queries on single terms gave a non zero result for "authors key-words" field (each term had to been mentioned as an article key-words at least once during the year considered). We will now give some examples of application of our paradigmatic proximity metric. It should not be forgotten that the paradigmatic fields we exhibit are conditional the context defined by our initial list of 448 terms. There could be some more relevant terms for the reader that will not be found because of the database incompleteness. The size of this sets is limited due to the exploratory character of this first study. In the context of a larger scale study, a less biased list of terms could be taken like "all article keywords" mentioned by any author in the period covered by the study.
Case study

Paradigmatic neighborhoods
Our paradigmatic proximity metric enables to define neighborhood of a target term i given a threshold s and an value at time t by:
This neighborhood structure defined for each value of outlines relations of specification or generalization. On the example of public goods (cf. Figure 3) , we can see that as increases, terms in the neighborhood of public goods become more specific and closer to the terms used by specialists of the field. We thus get terms that sharply qualify areas of investigations about public goods. Note that such visualization may provide inspiration to develop a tool for browsing key-words sets where either Scientometrics 75 (2008) zoom in or zoom out operations would respectively display the closest specifying terms or the closest terms that are specified by the target term. Figure 3 . Two kinds of neighborhood of term public goods. Inferior part: = 10, the 10 closest terms that specify public goods ; superior part: = 0.1, the 10 closest terms that are more generic than public goods
Identification of paradigmatic fields
Once defined a proximity measure and a neighborhood, we can turn to knowledge map drawing which is a common topic in scientometric literature [BUTER & NOYONS, 2002; MARSHAKOVA-SHAIKEVUICH, 2005] . Looking at the bottom part of Figure 3 , we can see that it seems to coexist two distinct spheres of knowledge that use the term public goods. The first usage is rather "game theory" oriented, while the second one comes from "political science". For example, public goods is strongly linked to public services and to heterogeneous agents but there might be no studies mentioning both public services and heterogeneous agents. These two terms belong to two different spheres of knowledge production and might be associated to two different meanings. Contextual information enables us to exhibit automatically these multiple usages.
To achieve this goal and identify set of terms reflecting scientific activity, we need a broader view of the terms' landscape taking into account the relations between the different terms neighbors. Given an value, we need to automatically categorize our data according to the values of the paradigmatic proximity metric p P . Since a term can have several meanings and can be used in several different scientific communities, the categorization algorithm should make it possible for a term to belong to several different clusters. One successful method in line with this requirement and already tested on networks of word association is the k-clique percolation algorithm [PALLA & AL., 2005] . Since we have a weighted graph, in order to use this algorithm we generate a directed graph on terms based on our proximity metric by fixing a threshold s and 47 linking each term i to its set of neighbors:
. To avoid linking very generic terms to any terms we also have fixed a limit on the maximum number of neighbors that a node can have, taking the 20 closest when the neighborhood size is larger than 20. We then add a directed edge from each term to its neighbors. This enables to build a directed graph of closest terms given our paradigmatic metric. Figure 4 . Two of the paradigmatic fields extracted with CFinder (the original graph has been generated with parameter = 10) that contain the term public goods. The term public goods (as well as policy and collective action) belong to two spheres of knowledge production, one "game theory" oriented (top), the other "political sciences" oriented (bottom). The index beside each term is its relative in-degree i.e. the proportion of in-links in the set of all links within the cluster considered. It has a natural interpretation in our context, it is a relative index of specificity for the terms in the cluster. For example, in the game theory oriented cluster, preference has an index of 0, it is very general, whereas ultimatum game is one of the more specific terms with and index of 0.88
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Then we can apply the directed k-clique percolation algorithm 5 which outlines modules of terms that qualify distinct spheres of knowledge production. The output of this algorithm is a set of clusters of terms that we shall call "paradigmatic fields" such that within each cluster a directed k-clique percolation can be performed. Contrary to the local neighborhood, these clusters provide a global mapping of our initial set of terms that only depend on and s. They do not depend on the choice of a particular target term. Moreover the relative in-degree of a word within each paradigmatic field gives insight into its hierarchical structure To illustrate this we present here two overlapping clusters that share the terms public goods (as well as policy and collective action) in the period 2003-2005 (cf. Figure 4) . As mentioned above, this term indeed belong to several different modules. Here, one is rather game theory oriented while the second one is more political sciences oriented. Other paradigmatic fields as well as the complete CFinder output can be found in the web appendixnotehttp://scientometrics.iscpif.fr.
It should be emphasized here that this global visualization is complementary but clearly different from neighborhoods visualization. Here, only sets of terms that satisfy global conditions may be gathered in the same paradigmatic field. Thus the detected fields outline trends in science according to a given degree of specificity tuned by .
Evolution of neighborhoods
Dynamical science mapping is another challenge that aims at describing dynamical patterns in science evolution [GARFIELD, 2004; BRAAM & AL., 1991] . Static visualization based on our paradigmatic proximity metric is only partially informative. Our temporal time series shall enable us to study evolution of paradigmatic proximity metric and paradigmatic fields through time.
Several questions arise: is it possible to reconstruct the historical evolution of major paradigmatic shifts, can we detect automatically emerging approaches and sub-fields? The simplest way to take into account the dynamical dimension of our data is to represent the evolution of paradigmatic neighborhoods through time. Given a target term and a threshold s, we can plot for each time-window t the set of terms belonging to the neighborhood ) ( , i V t s as previously presented Figure 3 . We can thus provide dynamical evolution of a target term evolution as illustrated in Figure 5 . We can see on this example that public goods studies appraised as game theory issues has been developed a lot for some years. Among the emerging neighbors of our target term we find heterogenous agents and procedural invariance. These observations fit well with what we actually observe in evolution of public goods studies. Figure 5 . Dynamical view of the evolution of the public goods neighborhood during the period [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] (each year corresponding to the aggregation of a 3-years time-window) for = 10. A black box means that the term was below the threshold at the year considered. The lighter the square, the higher the paradigmatic proximity measure
Perspective -Conclusion
Massive collections of scientific publications are now available on-line thanks to numerous public scientific platforms. These databases usually cover large-scale scientific production over several decades and for a broad range of thematic areas. These datasets are a real opportunity to reconstruct distributed and local knowledge on a wider scale thus producing knowledge on the macro-scale level.
In this paper, we introduced an asymmetric proximity metric between terms that enables to define local neighborhoods for terms. We then proposed methods to provide high-level description of our set of terms, clustering them into salient paradigmatic fields. This enables to exhibit the hierarchical structure of paradigmatic fields within which terms can be said to be more generic or more specific.
The next step may be to integrate time related data in this high-level description, in order to provide a description of the dynamical evolution of the paradigmatic fields (growth, merging or splitting events).
Another challenge is to reintroduce the weighted directed links in the high-level description we developed, to take into account the strength of the asymmetry between terms. First insights into this direction have recently been introduced [CHAVALARIAS& COINTET, 2007] .
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